


THE COLLEGE CLUB
40 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BOSTON, MASS.

May K5, 1940.

Miss Dorothy W. Weeks,
Wilson College,
Chambersburg, Pa.

My dear Miss Weeks:

The House Committee discussed the problem of reducing
the charge for rooms if any of your student workers cared to live at the
Club this summer. They decided to make a special rate of $5.00 per week
if two lived in a double room. = Should you know ©f any who are interested
you might send them our: way.

I scarcely had a glimpse of you at spring vacation
time. I think I'll have to speak to your friend in Wellesley about
"taking you in" so much. We miss you at The College Club.

Greetings from us all especially Miss Kenney who'll
be writing this.

SincerelyyoursOH
Manager, The College Club



THE COLLEGE CLUB

40 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BOSTON, MASS.

June 5, 1940.

Miss Dorothy Weeks,
Wilson College,
Chambersburg, Pa.

My dear Miss Weeks:

We have your letter of May
twenty-ninth and we have reserved a room for
the girls from M.I.T. beginning on June 12.

We are also looking forward
to your arrival on the sixteenth.

Most sincerely,

Manager, The College Club ©



dembers of the "Charm School" for summer 1940:

liount Holyoke College:

Isabel A. Barber Physics major, class, 1941
Reina Sabel " "

Barbara A. Wright |

(These girls will report Tuesday A.M. June 11)

Radcliffe College:
Katherine J, Russell Physics major class, 1942

(Will report Thursday A.M. June 13, but will begin
to attend dlass, on the 11th)SmithCollege:ndKathleen Kane doth" Graduate student in physics

Vassar College:

Holly Bigelow Physics major, class, 1941
(Will report Tuesday A.M.,June 13)

Wilson College:

Eetty Failor Physics major, class, 1941

(will report Wednesday A.M., June 12)

Esther Johnson Kathematics major, class, 1941

(Will report, Tuesday A.M., June 11,1940)
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Members of the "Charm School” for summer 1940,MountHolyokeCollege:Isabel A, Barber physics major class of ‘41

Rena Sabel = a

Barbara A, Wright ray

Badeliffe College:

Katherine J, RussellSmithCollege:Kathleen Kane graduate student in: physicsYagsarCollege:Holly Bigelow physics major class of ‘41WilsonCollege:Betty Failor " "
Esther Johnson math, "
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June 11,1046

Dear Mrs, Compton:

Two Goucher students have joined
my grouy and wish t~ room at the Women's
I mitory, 18 there still room for thems
Does the rrice rf about $21.(9v a week include
room, breakfasts and dinners?

Your recent letter has been
receivad, I¥7 &gt; students are delighted
an Stel living errangements. The two
“OL &gt; rivdenty £73 eae
StL Y Lamit=3 CY the class cf '47 and
Yi. ZI a KerYt-+% (7 the class (I "43,
. ul. know lither, but they have been
we... _:. mmended by Miss Barton, Heed of the
Pr-~ics Danartment.

Sincerely yours,

Summer address: |
The Vestchestar 6803, 4000 Cathexdral Ave. N.W.
Washington 16, D.C.





June 1,1946,

Dear Mrs, Compton:

~~ Two of my students have volunteered
to swend the 8ix rsects from the first of July
thror~a the ning*y | Aucust, assisting with the
c=stpo8C0 Tr 35 rS uM. fo Te. They are look-
t * frrward +i 2u4i8 1 Le Women's Student
Lo.3&gt;, and will Ve c.-'-n% with any arrangement
«1 make, Folther r—~  r-*ur3d snc 1 te

_ -&gt;jme the i1espor- ..1iL  . head -~f the house.
Flaine Hur arman . gre’ _atirg this month and
+» spiori@is cory L:..0g her Ju '~r year with us,
( 11% these girls raed *5 rrivi’3 ry sheats,
~{ilowcases, towels, ete, Incident-lly, ( have
i orgotten the address rf the Women's Student
House, The girls plan to arrive the evening of
June 30th.

At present it does not look as
though thera w."" be studec~2 from evy °f the
othe, coslle~&gt;8 f-» women, although at the last
minute the :ituation may changs. { suppose paid
jobs are still available for the students
during the summer,

Very sincerely yours,









April 15, 1946

Dear Mrs. Compton,

~~ Your rocent letter is very much appre-
ciat~ wish ~ cou. ~~ : - _ 113 Jefinite

i .- this tim dug 1 t until
} ‘m [2en Harri: at 31! ¢ sua a

men T™luntaeer cur h 23 " had
J Way wddi LL fUaY ymEr.:t him

1 aumm~- plar : Lf.» 1 TL o8cony
uw AN EeeT Jar 2 wi. .5 sugges-

t.7ws ¢ last Dsoambor, I hav: “ast written
him, and as soon as he replies i will let
YOu Know.

Cre of my own studonts is most eager
toworzs late  — Lo Te sraL.ory
this sums.C, and, .. . &lt;¢. * ; "ere ged,
woul! lily vio, muaen © 3. 1 the womén's
gore" i. ct tie cast °° 9 ‘s have
vari. . {- i3@ . wm.arL- seven members
Pim dwn 2 Tiv i diileront | ..103es, The
earli.~ g-oups atari..d srourd the middle
of June and worked for about six wesks,

Leth you =»d Migs Stiles must feel
yo hh» _. the sucsess of the woman's
Germit ry. 4 am certainly eager t- see it,
It 4s filling a long-felt need.

Sincerely yours.























June 11,1546,

Dear Miss Herbert,

- 4 am very hapny to add you to the
groun cf girls t~ ¢4 volunterr wo 1% 'n
SZ TIeeopRT ti li. ie 7. durirg this summer.
LOC C. ry riudents £ + also mn this -~rsup.
The: lz *~ gryita _1 Besten June 9th and
rerio 2 ov de ov J 7 let ori wey: “hesugh
Avzust “th, * hepa "Tv iv rill “ae r¥%le %3 do
the same. i.e Wome~'3 Normi ¢ hag eccepted
thn two Wilsen s*vdents e»!' |, cm rriting to
ag. them i” ther- yy room. _ :--, The
dormite  r §~ 2% 120 Bay Stet~ ~~~‘, Boston.
The r ico ¢. the room which { '"1.% includes
breakfasts and Cinners will be about $2B,00
a week.

T hope that you will find the work
at M. I. T. interesting and instructive,

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy W, Weeks,
Professor of Physics

Summer 2&lt;4ress
T= ¥ ~~tohastar 6503
40CU Cathedre: Avenue, ¥. W.
Warhiraston, 16, D. C.



















April 15, 1946

Deen Ceo pe PB, Harrison
Masczchusetts Institute of Technology
Cembridee, Mass chusetts

Dear Dean Barrison:

“am weit'~z to inouire Lif you row find
Eres f it 3 LEY wom-a volun.
te: - ri 3 would lL» able +1: assist with
you _ummee (rogram for the Gpectroscovny
Lah. .at&gt;_

Oce «7 rv cv gtdents Is most eager to
FI a Cee a Tame on La OW
Ltt ow sil omen v-u'd 3 inter
este. _  . shoul" “ory Zlad .  aprapge
f 28m  . ¥. .=.Cafl #8 with g.ar
plans: . bi © SGlh OO [. Ap 8100 Luntine
gent ~ ..2 rT WOT gl rl: vo 1'ag
thou, .. on, rt .opimBibilitics .- Cavalecs will
reguir. me t&gt; be in Washinton for a part
of the summer.

With cordial greeting,

Sincerely yours,

LI oh.7 ¥. Weeks
Zrafessor of Physics

CW mel



WILSON COLLEGE
Chambersburg, Pa.

May 6, 1946

Miss Gladys Anslow
Department of Physics
Smith College
North Hampton, Massachusetts

Dear !liss Ansliow:

Dean George Ry Harrison has written me that
this summer's research program of the spectroscopy labe
oratory at M.I.T. will provide a certain smount of inter=
esting work in which several moderately advanced students
could be of assistance and which they would probably find
of values One of the problems now being studied is the
measurement of the iron lines with the Fabry-Perot inter=
ferometer using the new machine for reduction of the data,
All sorts of startling things about the variations in
wave lengths under different arc conditions are being
found, Duplicating this for several elements could bequite Mi, im carried out, and the students assisting with
this work would be able to learn a great deal by the
sorting and tabulating of the lines.

We are therefore starting again the former
arrangement of having a zroup of women college students
volunteer their scrvices to assist with this work during
the summer. The members of this group receive no pay and
will bear their living expenses. They will be expected
to work approximately forty hours a week from Monday
through Friday for epproximately six weeks, It 1s sug-
gested they start about July lst and work until August
9the The group this summer probably will be limited to
fives In general, preference will be given to those
students who are completing their junior or senior year
in colleges If any of your students are interested, will
you please ask them to fill out the enclosed application
and mail to me, If rooms are available in the house for
women M.1.T. students, members of this sroup may apply.

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy ¥W, Weeks
Professor of Physics

DEW mel
Ene, 2



WILSOR COLLEGE
Chambersburg, Pa.

May 27, 1946

Professor Daghlisn
Department of Physics
Connecticut College
New London, Connecticut

Dear Professor Daghliant
Dean George Rs Harrison has written me that

this summer's research program of the spectroscopy labe
oratory at M.1.,T. will provide a certain amount of inter-
esting work in which several moderately advenced students
could be of assistance and which they would probably find
of values One of the problems now being studied is the
measurement of the rion lines with the Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer using the new machine for reduction of the data,
All sorts of startling things about the variations in
wave lengths under different arc conditions are being
founds Duplicationg this for several elements could be
quite easily carried out, and the students assisting with
this work would be able toc learn a great deal by the
sorting and tabulating of the lines.

We are therefore st:orting again the former
arrangement - * having a group of women college students
volunteer their services to assist with this work during
the summers The members of this group receive no pay and
will bear their living expenses. They will be expected
to work approximately forty hours a week from Monday
through Friday for approximately six weeks, 1t is sug
gested they start about July lst and work until August
9th. The group this summer probably will be limited to
fives In general, preference wil be given to those
students who are completing their junior or senior year
in colleges If any of your students are interested, will
you please ask them to fill out the enclosed applicationand Tail to mes If rooms are gvailable in the house . «v
women MeleTe students, members of this gooup may apply ¥

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy Vi, Vieeks
Professor of Physics

DWWimel
End, 2



WILSON COLLEGE
Chambersburg, Pa.

May 6, 1946

Professor Walter C4 Michels
Department of Physics
Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
Dear Professor Michels:

Dean George Re Harrison has written me that
this summer's research program of the spectroscopy lab
oratory at M.1.Ts will provide a certain amount of intepw
esting work in which several moderately advanced students
could be of assistance and which they would probably find
of values. One of the problems now being studied is the
measurement of the lron lines with the Fabry-Perot inter=
ferometer using the new machine for reduction of the data.
All sorts of startling things about the variations in
wave lengths under different arc conditi ns are being
found. Puplicasing this for several elemsnts could be
quite easily carried out, and the students assisting with
this work would be able to learn a great deal by the
sorting and tabulating of the ines.

Vie are therefore starting again the former
arrangement of having a group of women college students
volunteep-their services to assist with this work during
the suarier, The members of this group receive no pay and
#ill bear their livin: expenses, They will be expected
to work approximately forty hours a week from donday
through Friday for approximately six weeks, I: is Suge
gested they start about July 1st and work until August
the The group this summer probably will be limited to
fives In general, preference will be given to those
students who are completing their junior or senior year
in colleges If any of your students are interested, will
you please asic them to fill out the enclosed application
and mall to mes If rooms are svesilable in the house for
women M.I.T. students, members of this group may applye

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy W, Weeks
Professor of Physics

DEW mel
Ene, 2



WILSON COLLEGE
Chembersburg, Pa.

May 6, 1946

Miss Alice Armstrong
Chétrman D=nartment of Physics
Wellesley Uollege
Welleslev, Massachusetts

Dear Miss Armstrong:

Dean George R, Harrison has written me that
this summer's research program of the spectroscopy lab-
oratory at ds1+Ts will provide a certain amount of inter
esting work in which several moderately advanced students
could be of assistance and which they would probably find
of values, One of the problems now being studied is the
measurement of the iron lines with the Fabry-Perot inter
ferometer using the new machine for reduction of the data,
All sorts of startling things about the variations in
wave lengths under different arc conditions are being
found. Duplicating this for several elements could be
quite easily carried out, and the students assisting with
this work should be able to learn a great deal by the
sorting and tabulating of the lines.

| We are therfore starting again the former
arrangement of having a group of women college students
volunteer their services to assist with this work during
the summer, The members of this group receive no pay and
will bear their living expenses. They will be expected
to work approximately forty hours a weelr from Monday
through Friday for approxinately six weeks, It is suge
gested they start about July lst and work until August
9th. The group this summer probably will be limited to
fives In general, preference will be given to those
students who are completing their junior or senior year
in colleges If any of your students are interested, will
you please ssk them to fill out the enclosed sprlication
and mail to mes If rooms are available in the house for
women M.l.T. students, members of this group may apply.

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy W. Weeks
Professor of Physics

DéWemel



WILSON COLLEGE
Chambersburg, Pa.

May 6, 1946

Miss H, Xohn
Department of Physics
Wellesley Collega
Wellesley, Massachusetts
Dear Miss Kohn:

Dean George R. Harrison has written me that
this summer's research program of the spectroscopy labe
oratory at M.I1.T, will provide a certain amount of inter-
esting work in which several moderately advanced students
could be of assistance and which they wonld probably find
of values One of the problems now being studied is the
measurement of the iron lines with the Fabry-peroyinter=ferometer using the new maghine for reduction of the data,
All sorts of startling things about the variations in
wave lengths under different are conditions are being
found, Pupiteasing this for several elements could bequite easily carried out, and the students assisting with
this work should be able to learn 2 great deal by the
sorting and tabulating of the lines,

We are therefore starting again the former
arrangement of having a group of women college students
volunteer thelr services to assist with this work during
the summers The members of this group receive no pay and
will bear their living expenses, They will be expected
to work approximately forty hours a week from Monday
through Friday for approximately six weeks, It is suge
gested they start about July 1st and work until August
9th. The group this summer probably will be limited to
five, In genaral, preference will be given to those
students who are completing their Jjunicre or senior year
in college, If any of your students are interested, will
you please ask them to fill out the enclosed aprlication
and mail to me, If rooms are available in the house for
women M.I1,T. students, members of this group may apply.

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy We. Veelks
Professor of Physics

DEWsmel



TYTN40kDXaSpm
OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF SCIENCE

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

June 14, 1946

Dr. Dorothy W. Weeks
4000 Cathedral Avenue
Washington 16, D.C.

Dear Dr. Weeks:

I am very pleased to learn that you
have found four girls who wish to work in
the Spectroscopy Laboratory this summer.
We shall be very glad to have Miss Ives,
Miss Hungerman, Miss Coultas, and Miss Herbert
here, and I feel sure we will be able to
keep them interested and occupied during
their six weeks at the Institute.

I have postponed my vacation to late
in August, so Rand McNally and I will both
be here. In addition Prof. Meissner will
be coming on July 15th. Many thanks for
help in getting the "charm school" started
again.

With best regards,

Very sincerely yours,

TE
GRH D



June 11,1946,

Segn George R., Harrison
ve Koy Cambridge 59,
sm=~husetis

Dear Dean Harrison:

Four girls have volunteered
their serviges in coarnecti~n with “our
g--- “rte 1a” “=me They lan to be
26. + + + fim 7 1 vhr-v-n August 9,
3 revte Cf BiX voevR, MarTyrim YRS 48
* hs -'asg cf eh ttaan "~1le~3 and

1 “ine. ~~ mm  vadu~ ‘-g from Wilson
a ee “mean CC ayy much

sc Y tes e-=r ard l- mes
a “ee tisn.in this

Lidl =v. i. larly gocl “= the
“PY &amp;v... you need »~'y [3 the

Cte, wns 3 ve~yue~fus,. Bhe proved
ki. 4 . un ed vs? rg ovr very ~rude

Aor pet's Basl~ prounti—g, kiss ives has had
mor rathomat.’ 3 than i.es Hungerman, Miss
Ive 13 unusually dependable,

The other two girls are Angeline
Coultas ¢f the ~lass 7 "27 3% Gouzh: yr College
and June _.ita IIsrvr=rt who iust graduated this
week from Gouchrvr, 4 Co not know either one, but
ther have been righly rec~mmended by Miss Barton
who is Head of the Physics Department,

I hope these girls will prove useful
and that ther hes pn f-itarestiry and instructive
exr-~ienc2, 4 wili tell them to remort to
Rar! McNally since I believe you do not expect
to be there July lst,

With cordial greetingy
. Ah STR GA h  BAA

shana ol

Lj UE ES
Ahn: + a
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OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF SCIENCE

April 24, 1946 CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

Prof. Dorothy W. Weeks
Department of Physics
Wilson College
Chambersburg, Pa.

Dear Professor Weeks:

I have talked with my associates in the Spec Lab
about the desirability of running a "charm school" this
summer, and while we rather hesitate to start the thing
up again without having you in attendance as "Dean d
Women", there will be a certain amount of interesting
work going on in which two or three moderately advanced
students could be of assistance, and which they would
probably find of value.

I expect to be away from the middle of June until
the middle of July, but Rand McNally will be here at
that time, and the program will be going on. Professor
Meissner will be here helping us with the interferometers
from the middle of July until the middle of August, and
we should have plenty for four or five girls to do if
you can round up that many. One of the things we are
doing now for example, is to measure the iron lines with
thelFabry-Perot interferometer using the new machine for
reduction of the data, and are finding all sorts of
startling things about the variations in wavelengths
of the lines under déffmiedarc conditions. Duplicating
this for several elements could be quite easily carried
out, and your girls would learn a great deal by doing
the sorting and tabulating of the lines. |)

I hope that your OSRD duties are only temporary
for the summer, and that we shall be able to count on you
later to return to your important summer post in the
Spec Lab.

With best regards,
Very sincerely yours,

Harrison

C1ARs 7



WILSON COLLEGE
Chambersburg, Pa,

Mey 6, 1946

Miss Mildred Allen
Department of Physics
nount Holyoke College
South Hadley, Massachusetts

Dear Miss Allen:

Dean George R, Harrison has written me that
this summer's research program of the spectroscopy labe
oratory at Me1.T. will provide a certesin amount of intepr-
esting work in which several moderately advanced students
could be of assistance and which they would probably find
of values, One of the problems now being studied is the
measurement of the iron lines with the Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer using the new machine for reduction &amp;f the data,
All sorts of startling things about the variations in
wave len: ths under different arc conditions are being
founds Duplicating this for several elec: cnts could be
quite easily carried out, and the students assisting with,
this work whould be able to learn a great deal by the
sorting and tabulating of the lines.

Vie are therefore starting again the former
arrangement of having a group of women college students
volunteer their services to assist with this work during
the summer, The members of this group receive no pay and
will bear their living expenses. They will be expected
to work approximately forty hours a week from Monday
through Friday for approximately six weeks. It is sug-
gested they start about July lst and work until August
9the The group this summer probably will be limited to
five« In general, preference will be given to those
students who are completing their junior or senior year
in college. If any of your students are interested, will
you please ask them to fill out the enclosed application
and mail to me, If rooms are available in the house for
women MiI.T. students, members of this group may applye

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy Ws Weeks
Professor of Physics

DW: mel



APPLICATION FOR BUMMUR VOLUNTEER YORK IR

EPECTROECOPY AT MJ 1.7.

NAT™-

Colleges: TT Tluss: vegrees:

Major Fielc ~ilied Bublects:
LOUr8es.

Courses

Former positions:

Uxtra-curriculit undergraduste activities:

Regsons To. making this application:

Recommended +3

17 availeble do you wish to live -% the house For HeleTe
Women Students?IPP. ee rout BOY a lLen uITBRCUIE TEETERTMiss urothy ¥, Weeks, Professor «. Physics

Wilson College, Chesbersburg, Penna.



APPLICATION FOR BUMMER VOLUNTEER WORK IN

EPECTROBCOPY AT delaT.

HAMEs _LollexeAddresstColleges: Cizas: Degreest

Wezjor Yield: killed cubjectst
Courses:

Courses:

Former positions:

T¥tra-currioul rv undergraduateactivities:

Reasons for maxing this application:

Recommended hv - DE b

IT evailsble40 you wish Lo live =t the house for MeleTs
fomen Students?

EPPL.. find Paine Tow {TEROULDBEERT10
Wise Dorothy i. Weeks, Professor «f PhysicsWilson College, Chambersburg, Penns.



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
77 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

CAMBRIDGE 39, MAss.

June 3, 1948

Dear Dr. Weeks,

T am hoping thet this note will reach you‘
befor yon uenmart for points north. I am sorry
I shall not lie here tn greet you personally, but
I shall dv + in the leb to see how things are going
with you 1f ~ can possibly find t™e minute. You
are welcome to use my desk and heln yourself to
anything you may need. I have the computing room
housecleaned and reddy for the girls,

I am planning the work for the girls such
that taey will get experience «n the comparator,
WINMAL, and the spectrograph with the Fabry-Perot
interterometer. If the thes.s workers have good
luck, I am honing we willfhome nod pictures. sgpd
also, start the calculations for Cerium standards.
Of course, when 7-1 get here and get things lined
up for work with the magnet and Fell spectrum, they
will get experience along that line.

The summer is not the ideal time to run the
magnet for fields of loo, ¢20 gauss at long perlods.
However, Professcr Bitter is here in the office,
and he tells me that everything is ready to g-,
and that you sghoull be able to gel some good pictures.
He suggested that when you get here you should get
together with he and Dean Harrison.

Arnold has accepted a position with Bigelow-
Sanford (C.r2et Manufacturing. Company and will not
be definite.y socated until August lst at which
time the Chem School will be over. He will not
be ivcated in Boston so it has all worked very well,
and I will be able to be here with the girls and
then start my housekeeping duties,



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
77 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

CAMBRIDGE 39, MAss.

I trust that you have made the necessary
arrangements for the girls at the Women's Dorm.
I just called Mrs. Alvord, but she was not in.

I hope you have a good trip . and favorable
weather. We are having a very cool spring, but
it is a little warmer this week.

Best regards to the Wilsonites. I shall get
in touch with you after your arrival, and I shall
surely see you on the 12thi!

With love,
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Margary Ives,
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MLC
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Room 6-006
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

July 14, 1948

Dear Up, Weeks,

I fear that I contemplete getting more work done in a shorter length
of time than that in which it can possibly be done. Then too, I have tried
to give the girls allsorts of experience and at the same time keep from
having one job become boring by interspersing the work with other types of
work. However, I know that you are anxious to know of their progress and
also anxious to receive some material for working out g values,

The girls are now working on identification of the Vanadium and will
finish the patterns on that plate this week, It is not going to be possible
to run the film with the density traces and wavelengths marked simultaneously
on the automatic comparator, As a result, they have been doing all the
identification on the Hilger comparator, It is possible to run the film
on paper and get density traces only--thet I am going to see about this week,
IT am not tea sure gust how helpful the traces will be without the wevelengths
marked, but I am willing to see whet can be worked out, It certsinly would
be easier to measure the separations with the density trace on paper than
by eye, and I beldeve with less error,

The CharmSchool has really been getting a lot accomplished though it
may not seem so on the surface, Jean and Nancy are accomplished operators
on WINMAC, and I intend to have Beverly end Marion start their apprentice-
ehip today. They are working on Cerium and Thorium plates in preparation
for values that may set up either of these elements or both as secondary
standards, We hope they will have compensations for the difficulties in get-
ting geod Fabry-Perot patterns of Iron, All of the girls have had experience
in setting up plales,; teking plctures,and developing them in the lab,

I keep feeling that they have done a lot, yet I hope they cen do a lot
more in the time left, including selecting out your plates which I have not
forgotten, besides the work on those you selected. I shall send you some
date as soon as I feel it is complete enough for you to work on,

Along with the Cherm School I em trying to get a paper ready for Dean
Herrison to present at the Detroit meeting of the Optical Society on the
automatic pieker on WINMAC., I, also, have quite a few calculations to
complete before Jim's thesés is finished so you can will understand how I
have not had a chance to inform you of the progress earlier, All of my
work will have to be doné by August 15th when I will be leaving Tech, posse
ibly before.

TI do hope you ere having &amp; good rest and enjoying the mountain breezes,
Naturally, I bring best regards from all of us here. We shell look forward
to seeing you when you comé down for a taste of city heat

With love,



| MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

| PEEBY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS I Ne ~AN

“May 5.10

Dear Dr. Weeks:

I was pleased to hear that it will be poss-
ible for the Charm School to begin on June 21st. 1

spoke with Dean Harrison about keeping Nancy Connell.
for the month of August, and he left the decision up
to Nancy. If she would like to stay, he will be pleas-
ed to have the extra help. He said nothing about re-
imbursing Nancy financially so I presume 1f she stays
her reimbursement will be the experience. Arnold's
still indefinite plans indicate that I shall be here
only until the close of the Charm School. Thus, Nancy's
presence would help to ease the load until my place 1s
filled.

The fellows are now lining up the magnet with the
spectrograph. The major difficulties directly concerned
with the magnet have been conquered, and you should be
able to do your work as pre-scheduled.

A prewar Open House was held at the Institute on May lst.
The Spec. Lab. was open to some 5000 who were curious so
we were busy explaining its merits. May lst brings memories
of Wilson and the May Day festivities which seem like a
dream in the past.

Time 1s speeding rapidly for me as our wedding date
comes closer, and I find myself still swamped with things
to do.

Best regards to all on the campus. Of course, 1
bring geeetings from Carl, Dean Harrison, and fellow
spectroscopists.

With love,
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wr 4 DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
2d Room 6-006

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

April 13, 1948

Dear Dr. Weeks:

I was glad to hear that you have lined up some good workers
for the Charm School. I remember working with all four that you
mentioned and know they are very congenial as well as good work-
ers.

However, I should like to be able to discuss with you what
would seem to be a better time for them to begin here at Tech.
Dean Harrison would prefer that I could be here when the girls
begin, and that 1s where a conflict seems to arise with your plans.
When I wrote you, I was unaware that he felt that I should be here
if at@11 possible when they begin. I am expecting to be away
until June 21st, taking off only one week before and one week after
my wedding. Since you, too, are planning to be here a few days in
that week after the 21st, it would be better if the glrls could
come In when I get back rather than a couple days before. To my
knowledge, there 1s no reason why you can not be: heve while I am
away. Just how much you can get done on the magnet remains to be
seem. The water cooling system 1s new welliflushed, and the
fellows are correcting the shorted bolts.

Everyday we seem to have more to do. Our personnel 1s becom:
ing more and more depleted and by the middle of June there will
only be left two research associates beside myself. Dean Harrison
1s looking now for some new recruits. When I speak of our person-
nel, I do not include Elaine and the Infra Red group for they are
working under Dr. Lord, a quite separate proljject from the work
done under Dean Harrison. Elaine will still be in the lab this
summer, but will probably have very little to do with the Charm
School so far as actual work 1s concerned.

Are you planning for the girls to stay longer than the usual
six weeks? If they are to be here for only six weeks, it 1s very
likely that I shall plan to be here with them, regardless of where
Arnold is to be. On that score, nothing has changed since my last
letter. The wedding will be at 2:30 p. m, and I, too, hope that
you can work 1t into your busy June 12th.

Many thanks for your prompt reply to my last letter. Again,
I shall be anxious to hear if we can work something out so that
I can be here to help the girls in the confusion of the first days
at Tech and to get them started on thelr various duties.

Elaine and all here send thelr regards to you.

With love,



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

April 2, 1948

Dear Dr, Weeks:

By request of Dean Harrison, though I can assure you that such
a request was unnecessary, I am writing to you as deen of the Charm
School. We are planning for the Charu Schéol if you can round up some
charm! So that you will know Just what the situation 1s here, I shall
try to explain in detail.

I am planning to be married on June 12th in the First Congre-
gational Church in Winchester, \ass.--do hope you can be on hand. Arnold
does not yet know where he is going to be working, but he has filed
several applications. We are hoping to be in Boston or at least in New
England. You are probably wondering just what the wedding has to do
with the Charm School, but since I came to the Charm School in 1946, I
suppose there is some vague connection. Arnold will not know until about
Mey lst where he will be, and I do not feel that I can wait until then to
decide what I am going to do, and thus hold up the plans of those in-
terested in coming to the Charm School.. Dean Harrison has been wonder-
ful about my indefiniteness, and so, he has decided that I can go ahead
and plan for the girls, and if I am not here to look after them, he will
work out something as he has always done before I came. So shall we say,
I am hoping that I will be here to see the plans carried out. I believe
that the chances are very good, though one can never tell just what is
apt to come up between now and then.

Dean Harrison did not tell me whether you and he had mede any
tentative arrangements as to the schedule for the girls, beginning date,
etc. So far as the work here in the Spec Lab 1s concerned they can come
enytime. I expect to be back on the Bob on June 2lst. I know that you
had some plans with regard to the iron linesso that you could have some
work done on them, but this is the situation on the megnet. The fellows
have been working all winter on the water cooling system which was clogged
eith what they called”crude”. They have had quite a time trying to get
the water to circulate and have had to tear down several parts of the
system. However, this last wekk they have been putting it back togethes.
They are hoping to give the magnet itself a trial test on Monday. Just
what difficulties will arise there are yet unforeseen, Perhaps Dean
Harrison has also told you aboul these problems, linked with the lack
of personnel, so I shall not enumerate further. With the new ruling en-
gine and the Winmac we all have plenty to keep us bus¥. The two fellows
who have been working on the Magnet have had to put all their time out-
side of classes on it.

I am really quite anxious to be around the Spec Lab this summer
because of the Charm School, but also because it ise going to be interesting
to see what changes there will be in personnel. You know the accomplish-
ment in winning a little seniority, especially in a lab where the

women sare so outnumbered, Rand McNally is going to be leaving the group.
That is probably the biggest change that will be made,



I just called Mrs. Alvord at the Women's Dormitory to check and
gee if the dorm is going to be open for the summer. She said that they
decided just yesterday that it would be open and as very few of the regular
students will be staying for the summer, she would be very glad if the
Charm School could stay there. The presence of the Charm School would
have the privilege of using the kitchen and cooking their own meals.
The fee is set at $10.00 per week. I know you will probably be as happy
as I was when I found that the dorm would be open fro the girls. It is
teally the ideal place to stay. snd certainly set Elaine and me off on
the right foot.

I am naturally wondering gust which girls of the Wilson family will
be with us this summer, also what other college representatives will be
here. The Dean did not set any quota of girls to me , and I shall leave
it up to you. However, I do think that it is nice for the girls if there
are at least two. Somehow, I feel that Jean was a little lonely at times
last summer.

Now I think I have given you the necessary information on the Charm
School. I can not do much more until I hear from you. Already I have
written quite a lengthy letter, and still there is much I have not ssid.
I have not seen Nancy Curtis much in the past week. but I plan to have
her over for dinner next weekend, and possibly tzke in a play. I believe
this semester is going a little smoother for her.

I do hope that ell has gone well with you since I saw you at
Christmas time, and I wish to apologize for not writing to you before.
You are a very understanding person, and no doubt you can realize how
Susy I am especially with all the preliminaries that go with a wedding.

Please give may regards to everyone, especially Miss Gilroy.

With love to you,
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OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF SCIENCE

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

March 29, 1948

Professor Dorothy W. Weeks
Department of Physics
Wilson College
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania
Dear Professor Weeks:

| I am delighted to learn that you obtained a grant
of $1000 from the American Philosophical Society for your
research on Fe 11.

I have one graduate student who 1s planning to work
on the Bitter magnet, and he is gradualliy getting it into
operation again. A good deal of sediment has deposited in
the water lines, and it will probably take several weeks to
get these all cleaned out. We had hoped to have the magnet
running in winter, as the field depends greatly on the tem-
perature of the cooling water, but it does not seem likely
that we can get it going before the warm weather sets in.

As soon as the magnet is in successful operation, I
shall let you know. Do you plan to be here for a part of the
summer? Do you have any advance information about possible
Charm school candidates? Our greatest lack now 1s in getting
things done, and I am thinking of taking on a high school
student or so if possible this summer.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

oaGRH:ST
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SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAM ON SPECTROSCOPY we wealoo
ay i -

Spectroscopic Research for Thesis Students in Biology and MedicinePE Di ; 4 MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Chemistry, Engineering, Metallurgy, and Mineralogy| &gt; George Eastman “Research Laboratories

Students in various fields who are doing thesis investigations sometimes find that some portion of 5
their problems could be solved most readily if attacked spectroscopically, but lack facilities and training
for the spectroscopic approach. Arrangements can be made to do such work in the Institute Spectroscopy Announcing the Nanth Summer Program on. .
Laboratory during the first part of the coming summer, by enrolling in the laboratory course on Applied

Spectroscopy, and if possible also in that on Practical Spectroscopy. From two to six weeks of work in SPE( TE O S ( OP ) ;
the laboratory often will serve to complete that part of an investigation which requires spectroscopic
technic. Students intending to take advantage of this opportunity should communicate with the Institute
in advance regarding the particular problem to be worked on, to insure that suitable facilities will be AND ITS APPLICATIONS
available.

Research in Spectroscopy Spectroscopy Conference — July 21, 22, and 23, 1941
The Institute is again extending its invitation of the last eight summers to properly qualified Morning and afternoon oo be oe i : Ay oe discussions by qualified

non-commercial investigators to make use of its spectroscopic facilities in connection with their researches. nls on Ta £1 yS1S 0 SR Ss an = ot 7 app ee 0 spectroscopy to biology,
Approximately fifty physicists and chemists have spent portions of their summers in the laboratory, and 1t Ne icine, chemistry, metallurgy, mineralogy, and to industrial and engineering problems. See
is hoped that an even larger number may do so this year, to further the interchange of ideas and methods below
which results from such an arrangement. Unusual, and in some cases unique, equipment is available in the ; ;

: 0s i ¢Selds of intensity measurements, wavelength measurements, vacuum spectroscopy, analysis of spectra, and Courses m Practical Spectroscopy June 16-July 25 |
spectroscopy at high resolution. Visiting scientists will be expected to be responsible only for any expensive Lecture and laboratory courses on spectroscopic analysis of materials by study of their emission and
equipment required specially for their own investigations which is not already available in the laboratory absorption spectra, and on the general application of the spectroscope and its auxiliary apparatus

to problems of science and industry. See page 3.

rh EE Spectroscopic Research — June 1-August 1
Living Facilities ea | iAn invitation is extended to qualified spectroscopists to use facilities of the Spectroscopy Labora-

Dormitory facilities for men are available on the Institute Campus during the summer at $4-58 a tory, and students doing thesis work in any institution in any field where spectroscopic methods
week. Reservations for the Graduate House must be made well in advance, but reservations for the will assist in the solution of problems may arrange to carry out such spectroscopic work in the
Undergraduate Dormitories can usually be filled on short notice. Dining facilities are available in Walker Institute laboratories during the coming summer. See page 4.
Memorial and the Graduate House with cafeteria service, and restaurants and boarding places are close p
at hand.

Research Conference on Spectroscopy and Its Applications
Requests for information regarding the Spectroscopy Conference and its program, and on the irons Ein Resmsnon Lanokaronms MT or

summer courses and spectroscopic research, should be addressed to July 21-23, 1941 :

SROFESSOR: GR. HARRISON A ninth spectroscopy conference will be held this year, repeating to a considerable extent the
type of program presented at the conferences held during the past eight summers. During the early sessions

Department of Physics the chief emphasis will be on applications of spectroscopy to the analysis of materials. After a number
: of papers on general topics in spectroscopic analysis by experts in the several fields, reports will be given

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY by spectroscopists from industrial research and analytical laboratories, and by metallurgists, biologists.
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS chemists, and physicists who have found the spectroscope useful in their investigations. i



MASSAGHUSETTS INSTIT ULE OF TECHNOLOGY SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAM ON SPECTROSCOPY

A Series of Papers and GDiscussions 1s being prepared occupies the fourth week. The last two weeks of the course are devoted to quantitative spectroscopic
on ili following topics, among 0 thors: ii by emission methods. The course 1s especially designed for industrial and scientific workers who

ave had little previous spectroscopic experience but desire training in spectroscopic methods.
Analysis by the Emission Spectrum: Determination of metallic and other atomic and molecular constituents of A bboy fay Applicd i alll begin pr lleling de eenmses iy Bragtin

samples by study of their emission spectra, with special emphasis on quantitative analysis. Spectroscopy. In this, opportunity will be given 0 eT Jost of the IRpoIan res of spectroscopic
apparatus for analytical purposes. Twenty-hour registration for six weeks is recommended.

Absorption Spectrophotometry: Application of absorption measurements to analysis of organic and Inorganic The laboratory work is at first general, giving the student experience with various types of
substances and to the diagnosis and treatment of disease. spectroscopes and spectrographs, of which more than a dozen different varieties are available. After

Photographic Photometry: Basic methods and apparatus underlying the photographic determination of spectral becoming familiar with the excitation and photography of spectra the student carries out experiments
light intensities, especially from the standpoint of application to spectroscopic analysis. designed to train him along the lines of his chief interest; thus metallurgical students get practice analyzing

; iL metallic alloys, biologists are given biological materials to analyze, while physicists and chemists may
Industrial Applications of Spectroscopy. work on absorption spectrophotometry or other specialized spectroscopic topics.
Biological and Chemical Effects of Spectral Radiation. An arrangement which has proved excellent and which will be repeated, is to give the lectures

: in Practical Spectroscopy during two-hour periods in the early evenings of Monday, Tuesday, and
Analysis of Spectra, and Measurement of Wavelengths Wednesday, 40 i i for other J or for work on the Yi

The more general papers on applied spectroscopy will be given at the earlier sessions, while more half of each day spent in the laboratory, the remainder is useful for library work or working up the results
technical and theoretical papers will be reserved for the later meetings. As soon as it has been prepared, of experiments.
copies of the detailed program of the conference will be sent to anyone interested. The attendance at the Students who have already taken any of these subjects, or who have credit in Spectroscopic
conference will be limited to two hundred, and those expecting to attend from a distance are urged to Analysis of Materials, may register for advanced laboratory work in Applied Spectroscopy if desired.
signify their intention in advance if possible, to insure availability of space. No fee of any kind is charged
for attendance. The object of the conference is to promote co-operation among workers in various scientific
and industrial fields who have found useful the technical methods of spectroscopy. - —

The proceedings of the sixth and seventh summer conferences are now on sale by John Wiley &amp; Sons,
Inc., 440 Fourth Avenue, New York; those of the eighth conference have appeared in the January, February a
and March issues of the Journal of the Optical Society of America. Suition Fees are as follows:

- PRACTICAL SPECTROSCOPY 35-344.

Summer Instruction in Spectroscopy and Its Applications Eighteen two-hour lectures over six weeks, $45.
A course on Practical Spectroscopy is being offered in the regular Institute Summer Session during APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY 8-345.

the six wecks from June 16 to July 25. This will deal principally with applications of spectroscopy to Four hours a day in the laboratory, five days a week, $75. (A student may take a part of the
biology, chemistry, geology, metallurgy, physics, and other branches of science. Any two weeks of the laboratory course, for which an adjustment of the fee will be made on completion of the course.)
course may be taken without the remainder. It is during the last week of this course that the Spectroscopy A registration fee of $5 is charged for enrollment in the Summer Session.
Conference will be held. : For further information on these or other summer school programs among which are included

During the first week of the course spectroscopic apparatus is discussed, with emphasis on the specialiprogeams on Bacteriology) Rublic Hedlth, Scheel tealdh snd Hedlih FE ducarion. Food Tedingl
fundamentals of design and operation, to give the student the ability to analyze and adjust any type of 3 . = Poses Aplin ik &amp; Desi ; 1 Plann 4 Publ; yay

Lh WE nee Sill Princip ysis, City an egional Planning, and Public Health Engineering, address an
Shechbseays vith w DAY dalsE WO. OD PIC. Thora apiy asiions cons 8 inquiry to the Registrar, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, for the regular Summer Session Bulletin
the underlying theory and basic properties of the photographic emulsion, its exposure and development. ’
This 1s followed by a week on the identification of spectrum lines, emission and absorption spectra, the
mechanism of light emission by atoms and molecules, and the excitation of light from samples to be
analyzed, followed by a discussion of qualitative spectroscopic analysis. Absorption spectrophotometry



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

May 12, 1941

Professor Dorothy W. Weeks
Wilson College
Chambersburg
Pennsylvania

Dear Miss Weeks:

Would your girls be interested in Bexley Hall; if so,
please let me know the overall dates as soon as
possible.

Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

Florence Ward Stiles,
Adviser to Women Students

FES A



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

To THE WOMEN STUDENTS {SUMMER SESSION)

If you have not already found a place to live in while attending
Summer School, you may be interested to know about the two
furnished apartments in Bexley Hall which M., I. T. owns.

Each apartment accommodates four students, two to each bedroom.
Bach apartment also has a living room, kitchenette, foyer, and
bath with a tub shower.

Each student has a bed, desk, and lamp; she must provide, however,
her own bed linen, blankets, cooking utensils, dishes, silverware
and such other personal items, It is possible to subscribe to a
linen service from a down-town agency thus eliminating the pur-
chase of sheets, towels, etc.

The rent, including gas and electricity, 1s $5.25 per week per
student, payable in advance for six weeks, Students desiring
single rooms shall be charged $10.50 a week,

Each student makes written application on arrival at the Insti-
tute in Room 7-238. Each student pays for and is responsible

for her share of the laundry, meals, etc., and general care of
the apartment.

No telephone is provided.

Bexley Hall is as convenient to the Institute as the dormitories
and Graduate House.

If you are interested, please let me know as soon as possible,

There are accommodations for eight students only.

F, W. Stiles
Adviser to Women Students

May 8, 1941



SUMMIR VOLUNTEER WORK IN 8F.C. .SBCOPY

AT 3. 1. T.

From June 16 - July 25, 1941, at the time courses in

spectroscopy are given 1 the Dopartment of Physics

8% E. 1. Te » there will be an opporturity for e limited

number of young college women to do volunteer work in comnection

with &amp; spectroscopy project powin rropvess at HM. I. T. ibeut

thirty-five hours per week (five days of seven hours esch) of

compulationsl work dubing this period of six weeks is expected,

This sumer, the work peobably will comsist of computing the

Lande "pg" wilues from Zeeman patterns, In return for this

work, the privilege of suditing the course in Practical

Speetroseory ven ¥7 Fo o3plr Gsorge BE. Harrison is offered

te these volurieers. Fo college credit will be given for

attendance in this course, which consists of sighteen lectures,

twe hours in length given from 5.50 = 7.30 7.6. three times

&amp; week for six weeks, The Speetroscopy Cenfersnce is

Bold at H.1.T,, July 2, 22, and 23, and the nenbers of this

volunteer group may attend,

To ba consid=rsd a candidate for this work, &amp; student

should have congleted al least her junier ysar in college,

and should have mzjored in prraice, mathematics, chemistry,
or asironomy, and have studied = course which includes an

introduction to stemic spectra,

Amy ome inTer-""ed in this opportunity is asked te write to,

diss Devethy ¥, Weeks, Professor of Physics, Wilson College,


